USAI RedAnt Advanced ERP Suite
Our world is going through rapid changes culturally, environmentally and technologically. It’s a time of great promise and
unpredictability, each affecting business in different ways and each requiring visibility, preparation and action.
While many businesses are at the crossroads between aging platforms and the digital future; the demands of performance,
intelligence, security, and innovation are increasing exponentially; leaving some businesses behind, fighting for relevance.
Why this is happening is because most organizations don’t have the tools or the software to manage the shifting technologies
transforming everything around them. Technology alone will not close the gap. Business needs the infrastructure and tools to
advance sustainability in their operations.
The solution that resolves the technology gap and the complexities of infrastructure is USAI RedAnt advanced ERP (Enterprise
Resource Planning).
Our advanced ERP software suite meets the demands for operational efficiencies, data management and financial integrity.
Businesses who implement RedAnt are able to embrace their digital transformation, bringing information and analytics closer to the
decision makers in real-time.
We are constantly improving our feature sets so we can continue to provide end to end solutions for every day challenges in the
digitized world. RedAnt connects business functions, such as procurement, order fulfillment, inventory & warehousing (WMS), sales,
accounting, finance, customer relationships (CRM), catalog-parts, supplier relationships (SRM), logistics and freight management
(FMS), and security into an automated structure designed for flexibility, scalability, speed and accuracy.
RedAnt USAI offers the best advanced enterprise ERP software in the market and will continue to meet the challenges ahead with
strategic innovations.
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Putting data to work for your business doesn’t have to be hard. Our ERP manages a wide range of data collection methods where
data variables can be captured, measured, evaluated, calculated and reported; enabling users with the ability to review, analyze and
document strategies to improve outcomes.

We provide the digital technology, resources and
tools necessary to support businesses digital
transformation to a connected and digitized
landscape. Businesses will no longer be
disadvantaged by data fragmentation, RedAnt USAI
Advanced ERP will transform your business to
operate successfully through data integration, with
data moving securely and safely inside your network

Even in a distributed network, approved users logging onto RedAnt by smartphone, tablet and desktop, have the same experience.
In this environment, the system will create opportunities on the ground for businesses to further develop their workforce through
training and integration of best practices organizationally
Our ERP streamlines business operations into manageable work flows and reporting structures, and together we help businesses
develop process controls thru KPIs and other mechanisms. Our advanced features also help business to look ahead, prepare for
economic changes in demand and supply, and improve processes and product quality through practical solutions. RedAnts core
values are based in building trusted relationships with our customers where listening to their needs, collaboration and delivering on
our commitments, is the right thing to do.
Our software suites are fully integrated and ready to implement. If there is a need for standalone modules, we can also
accommodate WMS, FMS, CRM, and E-commerce needs.
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Advanced ERP high level product features include the following:

Key Functions
Warehousing and Fulfillment (WMS)
RedAnt’s Warehouse & Fulfillment module is an easy to install, adaptive software solution consisting of warehousing,
transportation, order fulfillment, and inventory management. WMS provides the tools users need to streamline their operations into
manageable work flows and reporting structures. WMS supports global businesses with multiple warehouse locations throughout
the world 24/7. RedAnt WMS systems empower operational excellence through new disciplines and quality metrics made real
through improved data collection techniques. Functions supported include shipping, receiving, storage, warehousing, order
management, supply/demand updates from factory to consumption, and metrics reporting.
From Inventory to Order Fulfillment, Returns and Logistics; integrated processes and data collection provides opportunities to slice
and dice data to improve internal operational knowledge and efficiencies. RedAnt comes with pre-existing dashboards or users can
setup dashboards unique to their business with the data intelligence they want to see.
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Users can drill down into order status, location control, develop warehousing maps with visibility to space optimization
opportunities, cycle counting both geographically or by items, in transit, and outbound details/delivery schedules to customers.
Inventory items have revision control, and quality flags or ID’s and so forth. Should there be a quality issue with any item or lot, it
can be pulled and isolated from movement or transferred to unallocated inventory locations.

Inventory

RedAnt’s Inventory Management function fully
integrates with RedAnt’s Warehouse Operations
Management module.
RedAnt tracks the key performance metrics to
provide real-time indicators on Inventory accuracy
and to assess any remedial improvement actions to
remove impediments to performance: standard
indicators are


In Transit and returns SLA



Supplier lead-times



Automated daily transaction posting



% transactions not posted on-time



Days’ Supply in Inventory coverage



On-time deliveries. % of products per
supplier, and supplier performance



Cost inefficiencies (shelf life, transaction
errors, orphan pallets)



% Products delivered defect free, by
supplier, by sku and defect rates



Location mapping



Rules based locator recommendations



Tag management,



Serial number scanning and tracking,



Parts return



Single & multi pick-order capabilities,



Pick order waiving and staging



Carrier performance management.

Fulfillment
RedAnt fulfillment processes manage operational details in picking, packing and shipping products. That’s the standard we
established but really, it’s so much more. Implementing Redant helps you streamline your operation to work more efficiently
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avoiding costly troubleshooting for missed orders
reducing unplanned costs with ongoing real-time visibility to all order and pick flows
eliminating manual operator errors with barcoding capabilities throughout the process

RedAnt warehousing and fulfillment software supports domestic and global multi-warehouse activities with simultaneous order and
picking management. WMS manages orders requiring active issue resolution, standard and custom fulfillment requirements to
include custom logistics arrangements.

Cost Allocation
Cost Allocation function is used for scientifically calculating cost and allocating surcharges and taxes to adjust pricing strategy in
time.

Cost & Price
WMS’s Cost and Price function is very flexible process allowing multiple adjustment features such as bulk add and update, item adds
and updates, discounts, pricing levels, pricing regions and territories, blended costs, cost inefficiencies, automated calculations, and
supports document uploads to setup cost and price.
ERP also tracks cost retracements thru analysis trend

Cycle Counting (CC)
Cycle counting is the periodic count of inventory items over a specific period of time, usually a year for comparative analysis. RedAnt
CC tools allow the business to setup cycle counts by geographic locations, or by sku. It’s very flexible process designed to ensure
accuracy by item, by location, and by value. Through these methods inventory accuracy improves thru timely checks and balances
which increase the accuracy of sales consumption, cost and revenue planning, purchasing, and service.
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Sales Order Management (O2C)
Order to Cash Processes
RedAnt’s ERP Sales Order Management function maintains a customer-centric focus that provides business with a complete
functional end to end solution called Order to Cash. RedAnt also provides business with background information about their
customers that incudes visibility to backlog, ordering trends, customer industries, products and pricing, warranties, returns,
availability, schedules and commissions.
Sales Orders flow thru many inter-functional tasks retrieving data bits such as item numbers and item descriptions, cost, pricing,
carriers, creation of pick orders, waiving of pick demand across carriers loads and schedules, address books, discounts, sales person,
commissions, sales , inventory balances and availability, open purchase orders and dropship orders, and delivery dates, and all the
accounting transactions that include inventory updates, accounts receivable, revenue accounts, cost of goods sold, tax transactions,
cash receipts processing and general ledger.

Orders to Cash

Point of Sale (POS)
POS is used for quick settlement and payment which includes cash, credit card, check and other payment methods. Administrators
can complete sales query and statistics with POS list function
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RMA
Return Material Authorization or RMA is a process supporting product returns, refunds and repairs primarily during a products
warranty period. RedAnt’s RMA function is designed based on best practices which focuses on the business and their customer.
RedAnt provides tools that reduce complexity for both in and out of warranty service, allowing the business to make their process
seamless to the customer; ensuring (1) a cost-effective tracing management for the business, and (2) streamlining the execution of
the process.
RMA functionality supported includes RMA’s that are credit only, with receipt and credit, or with receipt and no credit, with receipt
and repair under warranty, with receipt and repair no warranty.
Products being returned after warranty expires may have a different process cycle and cost structure depending on the business.
Returns are based on customers completing forms which include information or reasons for the return or repair, purchase dates,
customer name and location, item, warranty period, reason for the return which includes repair, original sales receipt, partial or full
or no credit, and type of return (and if shipping label is required or other types of transportation of goods back to single repair
centers, or multiple based on product type, and customer location.
RMA is integrated with RedAnt’s WMS returns operations in the warehouse, which includes repair pick orders and accounting
functions. It contains printing of the RMA order, creating packing list, credit memo’s, setting commission rates, and repair costs.
Our entire RMA process is customer centric and designed to achieve the highest level of customer satisfaction based on the business
requirements and their rules of engagement
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Accounting
Organizations looking to manage and automate their Accounting processes will find RedAnt’s value in delivering visibility and control
of their business through a unified data management environment. These integrated modules are designed for scalability, and
improved data collection techniques ensuring real-time accuracy across the accounting platforms (AP, AR, GL, CA, RA, FA, audit and
reporting) while meeting the challenges of change and compliance requirements.

RedAnt provides the automation tools to succeed in the digital world, and to engage it; driving continuous improvements, insights
and actions that are best for your business.
Easy navigation
Primary menu, Quick Access Menu, User friendly language and simplicity, Fast and responsive point and click commands
General ledger.
RedAnt’s G/L is designed to capture and integrate business transactions that can be reported in detail or summarizing activity into
financial reporting and statements. Our goal is to provide a process of periodicity and consistency, with compliance and conformity
to accounting standards.
General ledger reports.
Standard reports are available or Users can format their own reports, and if necessary custom reports are supported. RedAnt also
provides for accounting fast close and collaborative close techniques.
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Working capital disciplines
RedAnt supports the analytics necessary to understand working capital sufficiency’s, through assets and liabilities, and supports user
defined KPI trackers. By access to this information, businesses can understand and develop the reporting disciplines.

Expense Tracking
User defined rules on expense types, approvals table. Expense reports by person, group, type and user defined rules

Accounts Payable







Links to an account created within the General Ledger
Accounts payables receipts update accounts within the general ledger
Tracks supplier invoices, payments, direct and indirect receipts
Tracks supplier billing accuracy tied to KPI and delivery accuracy
Tracks spend and cash balances.
Provides ability to forecast spend and cash activities
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Accounts Receivable






Ties to an account created within the General Ledger
Accounts receivable shipments and delivery transactions update accounts within the general ledger
Tracks customer balances, invoices, payments, direct and indirect orders
Tracks billing, delivery, payment accuracy tied to KPI
Supports quote-to-order-to-cash process

Revenue Accounting and reporting
RedAnt software is designed to provide security, accuracy and speed to data the business requires to assess financial performance.
Reports can be generated real-time and provided to business so decisions can be made with confidence.
RedAnt Accounting includes Spend and Cash management, Asset Management, Revenue and Profitability, Commissions, Accrued
Assets and Liabilities, Variance and E&O reporting. The information and reporting can be used for deeper analysis and visibility to
the health of the business.
Collections
RedAnt provides rules-based tools to assess customer trends, and to assess risk and performance in combination with collections
and payment management.
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Cash flow stability and Payment Management
RedAnt accounting provides Business with the ability to quickly assess their customer payments, banking reconciliations, and
collections status, with as much detail as needed to determine both their financial and operational health.
Tools used to determine stability rely on current income statements, balance sheets and cash flow statements (showing short and
mid-term activity) that business needs to problem solve and make decisions real-time.
Asset management
Fixed assets are assets that cannot be easily converted to cash. They are generally categorized as property plant or equipment
supporting business services, goods, building, test or designing activities. RedAnt manages these assets and provides dynamic
information about location, ownership, cost, certification expirations dates, calibration schedules, productive use, life expectancy
and depreciation schedules.

Purchase Order Management (POM)
RedAnt's Purchase Order Management function supports both strategic and operational purchasing needs. Strategic procurement
looks at supplier relationships, long term supply and demand interactions and the derivative replenishment work streams.
Operational procurement is more tactical day to day purchasing activity, which is responsible for short term, transactional needs
such as receiving, supplier invoicing and payments, customer returns and inventory take rates vs minimum inventory safety stock
triggers and replenishment restocking orders.
RedAnt provides the end to end connective capabilities allowing the capture and steady flow of information to those who need it for
source to pay (S2P’s) complex inter-dependencies

Source to Pay

Having an ERP fully integrated with a comprehensive database structure, providing the functionality needed to pull necessary data
into S2P functions; and building improved processes for analytics and business operations building better visibility and performance
reporting.
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RedAnt Procurement module balances planning and action thru data and information



Procurement Dashboard



Vendor Management



Direct and Indirect Procurement



Receipts and Automated Invoicing



Logistics Management



Spend Analytics



Catalog and Item Management



Cost Allocations



Contract Management (terms-based
schedules, volume)



Variance Tracking



Approvals Mapping/Routing

Customer Relationship Management (CRM)
RedAnt’s CRM tool supports sales makers and sales leaders through data collection, feedback and analysis. RedAnt also offers
multiple system access points allowing sales to develop strategies targeting customer needs, and improving all day performance.
These tools provide the flexibility sales teams need to make decisions on the go benefiting both customers and sales makers realtime results.
RedAnt CRM allows sales makers and sales leaders to stay connected with their customers and deepen their relationships through
data integration. New customers and potential deals can now be documented in CRM, managed and qualified through a verification
Pipeline. When the customer and the deal, flows thru the process, value is assessed and probability determined, which allows sales
leadership to prioritize and leverage the time and effort to drive higher performance by sales.
Our software provides the support sales organizations need in meeting the challenges of change and compliance.

Navigation
Primary menu, Quick Access Menu, User friendly language and simplicity, Fast and responsive point and click commands
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Create your own dashboards, activity reports
Dashboards are key to providing real-time status of your work products

Maintain a Customer Library (New, Pending, Existing)
RedAnts customer database keeps information readily available, can be updated on your mobile, and provides real-time snapshot of
current backlog, shipments, issues and potentials
Add sales opportunities, deals, multi-tier

Manage Marketing Campaigns
RedAnt CRM supports deeper analysis of customers, industries, and transactions. Using RedAnt businesses can identify consistent
strategies and campaigns that target regions, products, and accounts. We encourage businesses to send out customer surveys,
webinars, thank you notes and thank you calls, new product changes, new product offerings. Keep your customers informed and
part of the team.
analyze their customers
Track Campaign Effectiveness
Determine KPI’s that effectively track the effectiveness of campaigns.
Factor low and high value leads by probability factors, weighted revenue factors, movement from potential into the sales forecast
pipeline and deal closure per centages.
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Track Deals with Probability factors
Supply chain, accounting, sales leadership, sales makers all need access to
accurate information to ensure customer support across business activities and performance is captured fairly and accurately

Real-time and more accurate updates to sales forecasting
Identifying and converting deals more efficiently
Deals that move into the pipeline can be accessed and quickly updated by sales makers. As the sales maker updates and saves the
records, the updated information will appear in the dashboard summaries, and can be used to update delivery and demand dates in
forecasting, accounting revenue and commissions projections, related supply chain performance indicators, quotes and order
transitions.
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Creating Customer Profiles and Contacts

Enabling CRM instant messaging and emails between customers and sales

CRM product features outlined
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Organizations looking to manage and automate their Customer Relationships and processes will find RedAnt’s value in delivering
visibility to internal sales teams about industries, customers and trends.

E-commerce – RedAnt Online
E-commerce or Electronic Commerce transforms standard commerce principles into the electronic world of the internet opening
business to develop new channels and market strategies. Those businesses that enable E-commerce are able to increase their value
by providing differentiated sales and delivery options that can enhance customer relationships, generate new customer contacts,
expand into territories and regions that were once inaccessible, share information, and sell goods and services, transmit funds, and
subsequently process business transactions on-line. The most popular E-commerce transaction models are B2C (business to
consumer), B2B (business to business) and POS (point of sale) which are all supported by USAI RedAnt E-commerce
Businesses who ignore the opportunities E-commerce can bring haven’t considered the return on investment to their business with
real-time on-line activities, sales channel penetration and resulting customer development. Businesses embracing E-commerce
business strategies open new opportunities for growth, innovation, and practical solutions increasing functionality and flexibility for
customers.
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USAI RedAnt E-commerce

RedAnt ERP with E-commerce + CRM can position new sales and marketing strategies quickly, support real-time transactions and
accounting requirements, drive best practices promoting a well trained and able workforce, and provide fully connected
communication platforms.

Website and Webstore Development Services

Ratings, sorting, popup intelligence snapshots

Identity Management

Vendor Management

Authentication

Customer/Contact Profile Set-Up

Data Security

Financial Reporting

Customer Relationships

Spend Analytics

Credit Card Transactions

Cost Allocations

Catalog and Item Management, Product
comparisons

Variance Tracking

Catalog pricing, discounts

Communication and Notification Platforms

Campaign Management

Inventory Management

Using USAI RedAnt customers have all the advantages of ERP along with E-commerce’s speed, accuracy and optimization; supporting
sales to reach into new channels and territories.
----------------Page
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Electronic Data Interchanges
RedAnt advanced ERP supports X12 EDI transaction sets.
EDI’s with highest transaction activity are:

997 Functional Acknowledgment
940 Warehouse Shipping Order
943 Warehouse Stock Transfer Shipment Advice
944 Warehouse Stock Transfer Receipt Advice
945 Warehouse Shipping Advice
210 Motor Carrier Freight Details and Invoice
214 Transportation Carrier Ship. Status Message
110 Air Freight Details and Invoice
300 Reservation (Booking Request) (Ocean)
301 Confirmation (Ocean)
303 Booking Cancellation (Ocean)
304 Shipping Instructions
310 Freight Receipt and Invoice (Ocean)
312 Arrival Notice (Ocean)
315 Status Details (Ocean)
323 Vessel Schedule and Itinerary (Ocean)
810 Invoice
820 Payment Order/Remittance Advice
846 Inventory Inquiry/Advice
850 Purchase Order
852 Product Activity Data
855 Purchase Order Acknowledgment
856 Ship Notice/Manifest
860 Purchase Order Change Request – Buyer Initiated
864 Text Message
865 Purchase Order Change Acknowledgment/Request - Seller Initiated
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RedAnt Advanced ERP Module Functions

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

RedAnt WMS
RedAnt EDI
RedAnt Online
RedAnt Mobile
RedAnt Accounting
RedAnt CRM
RedAnt POM

Summary

The digital world is moving as fast as technologists can dream. Missions to Mars, new moon-based excursions, talking cars and even
talking refrigerators are already sending data into the clouds. The result is, as our homes, products, economies and people continue
to digitize their lives, the amount of data streaming around the world is increasing exponentially.
The greatest issues ahead may be unknown to us, except for the volume of data growing around us. The ability to harness, report
and understand what its saying is a powerful outcome for business. The better we know our customers, industries, problems and
solutions, the better the services and products we can design and deliver.
Don’t risk losing your future. USAI RedAnt is the best advanced ERP package for business to meet the challenges ahead.
We are ready to be your software provider, and look forward to supporting your business transformation into the digital future.
Come and talk to us.
Please register today.
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